Remote Influence

Guide Their Mind With Your Thoughts

mindpersuasion.com
Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you can slip into the minds of others at a distance.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are becoming more influential from greater distances. Write down any comments others make about your abilities.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
Affirmations

I can easily project my thoughts

I can cause physical sensations in others with my mind

I have incredible mental power

I have incredible telepathic power

I can project images with my thoughts

I can project ideas with my thoughts

I can give people suggestions with only my mind

I can give people ideas with only my mind

I can give people desires with only my mind

I can deliver feelings of desire with my mind

I can enter into the dreams of others

I can remotely enter into the thoughts of others

I can control the minds of others

I can control the thinking of others

I can control the desires of others

I can control the choices of others
I can see things that other people see
I can feel things that other people feel
I am aware of things that other people are aware of
I can taste things that other people taste
I can push with my mind
I can push with my thoughts
I can change the weather with my thinking
I can change my body with my thinking
I can change the temperature with my thinking
I can cause physical sensations in others with my thoughts
I can create physical sensations with my thoughts
I can create mental images in others with my thoughts
I can create mental images in others with my intentions
I can generate desires in others with my intentions
my mind is powerful
my mind is eternal
my mind is flexible
my mind is not limited by my body
my mind is not limited by time and space
You can easily project your thoughts
You can cause physical sensations in others with your mind
You have incredible mental power
You have incredible telepathic power
You can project images with your thoughts
You can project ideas with your thoughts
You can give people suggestions with only your mind
You can give people ideas with only your mind
You can give people desires with only your mind
You can deliver feelings of desire with your mind
You can enter into the dreams of others
You can remotely enter into the thoughts of others
You can control the minds of others
You can control the thinking of others
You can control the desires of others

You can control the choices of others

You can see things that other people see

You can feel things that other people feel

You are aware of things that other people are aware of

You can taste things that other people taste

You can push with your mind

You can push with your thoughts

You can change the weather with your thinking

You can change your body with your thinking

You can change the temperature with your thinking

You can cause physical sensations in others with your thoughts

You can create physical sensations with your thoughts

You can create mental images in others with your thoughts

You can create mental images in others with your intentions

You can generate desires in others with your intentions
your mind is powerful
your mind is eternal
your mind is flexible
your mind is not limited by your body
your mind is not limited by time and space